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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue to develop some of the ideas introduced in 
[2-41. The main results concern 3/2-transitive groups although the 
techniques used involve the interplay of group theory with concepts from 
design theory. The main theorem, which is a combination of Theorems I and 
2 is as follows: 
THEOREM. Let G be a permutation group on a set a, where / SJ / = v and 
v is even. Assume that for each pair {a, ,8} E 62’*’ the following conditions 
are satisj?ed: 
(9 G,, = u,, x Ma, 3 where U,, is the Sykow 2-subgroup of G,,) 
(ii) the order of U,, is independent of the pair {a, F], 
(iii) Fix U,, = Fix Gan, 
(iv) u&3 is Abelian. 
If G is not doubly transitive then G is either isomorphic to 
PSL(2,2”) a > 2 acting on its maximal subgroup of order (2’ + 1)2 OT G is 
soluble of degree 2” and in either case G,, is a 2-group. 
This theorem is a generalization of the result in [Z] since clearly a 3/2- 
transitive permutation group of even degree such that the stabilizer of two 
points is always Abelian satisfies the hypothesis of the above theorem. 
Sections 3 and 4 contain the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Essentially 
Theorem 1 is the special case of the main theorem when U,, is cyclic. 
Theorem 2 reduces the general case to this particular case. The techniques 
are to show that with the hypothesis of the theorem there is a natural 
2 - (v, k, I) design on which G acts and to use this structure to enable the 
proof to be carried through. 
In this analysis certain of the ideas have appeared earlier in [2-51 and 
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certainly the classification in Theorem 1 [4] is essential. It is important to 
remark that as in Foulser’s work (D. A. FOULSER, Soluble flag transitive 
afline groups, Math. Z. 86 (1964), 19 l-204) there are no exceptions in [4] 
for the case of fields of even characteristic. This observation is used 
throughout without further comment. 
Section 2 starts with a more general notion than that of a 2 - (ZI, k, 1) 
design and there are many competing terminologies. I have chosen the 
language of Doyen [6] and hope the ideas make everything clear. Otherwise 
the notation is standard except for the use of a(” to be the set of subsets of 
cardinality r of a set Q. Section 2 may well be of independent interest and 
arose out of an attempt to make the paper more readable. 
2. LINEAR SPACES WITH MANY AXIAL INVOLUTIONS 
We follow the definition of Doyen [6] and define a linear space as a non- 
empty set a whose elements are called points, provided with a family of 
distinguished subsets called lines such that any two distinct points are 
contained in exactly one line and every line contains at least two points, and 
to avoid triviality there are at least two lines. If 1 S I= u and the size of every 
line is an element of the set K = {k,, k,,... k,} of positive integers we will say 
that this linear space is a 2 - (u, K, 1) space. If K consists of just one 
element k then a 2 - (v, {k}, 1) space is just a 2 - (u, k, 1) design. 
An automorphism g of such a space is called an axial automorphism if the 
set of fixed points of g is a line. This line is called the axis of g. We will say 
that a set S is a linear space when it has been endowed with an appropriate 
set of lines. We consider a 2 - (v, K, 1) space B and a subgroup G of the 
automorphism group satisfying the following: 
HYPOTHESIS A. (i) for each line L there exists an axial involution in G 
with axis L and 
(ii) K is a set of even integers. 
LEMMA 1. Let G and fJ satisfy Hypothesis A. Let a be a point of D. 
Then G, acts transitively on the set of lines containing a. 
ProoJ: Let L be a line containing a. Then there exists an involution, say 
s, such that Fix s = L. Let L I be a line containing a, with L r fixed by s. Then 
s would fix at least two points on L,. But Fix s = L and /L f? L 1 / = 1 or 
L = L, . So L = L r and s fixes a unique line through a. Hence if G, is not 
transitive on the lines through a the orbit containing L has odd size as s fixes 
just L. By choosing u fixing a line not in this orbit, the orbit has even size. 
Hence G, is transitive on this set of lines. 
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LEMMA 2. If G and B satisfy (Hypothesis A) then 
(i) D is a 2 - (v, k, 1) design and 
(ii) G acts flag-transitively on this design. 
ProoJ (i) Let L 1 and L, be two lines. If L 1 f’ L, = {a} for some point 
cx then IL,I=IL,I by Lemma I. IfL,nL,=gi choose uEL, and@EL,. 
Let L, be the line through ct and j?. Then IL,]= IL,1 and IL,I=IL,j. 
K = {k} as required. 
(ii) This follows from (i) and Lemma 1 by [4, Lemma 91. 
hMMA 3. Let G and J3 satisfy (Hypothesis A) and let s be an axial 
involution whose axis is L. Then 
(0 C,(s) c G,, 
(ii) s fixes v/k lines no two of which Met-sect non-trivially, 
(iii) there exists a natural number t such that 
v=k(t(k- l)+ 1) and r=kt+ 1, 
where r is the number of lines through a point, and 
(iv) 1f u is a conjugate of s which commutes with s and u has axis 
then MnL=o orM=L. 
Proo$ (i) If g-‘sg = s for some g E G then g acts on Fix s and so g 
fixes L. Thus g E G,. 
(ii) If s fixes two distinct lines L, and L,) s fixes L, n L,. 
IL,nL,I=o or 1. If L,nL,={a}, say, as as=a and so s fixes at least 
two points on each of the lines L, and L, . But ail the fixed points of s lie on 
L and we have a contradiction. 
Let f be the number of lines fixed by s. Ifs contains the 2-cycle (a, ,&) then 
s fixes the line through a and p. Counting the 2-cycles in s in two ways we 
obtain 
Thus u =fl and k divides v. 
(iii) Since v = r(k- 1) + 1 and v 3 0 (mod k), r= 1 (mod k). Let t be 
the natural number such that r = kt + 1. Then v = k(t(k - 1) + 1). 
(iv) If u centralizes , u E G,. Thus L is one of the fixed lines of U. 
Either L is the axis for u and L = M or L n M = o by (ii). 
We now introduce an extra hypothesis which enables us to carry the 
analysis much further. 
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HYPOTHESIS B. Let G and R satisfy Hypothesis A and assume that for 
each line L there exists an axial involution s with axis L such that 
C,(s) = G,. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a subgroup of the automorphism group of a 
2 - (v, K, 1) linear space a, where K is a set of even positive integers. Then 
G and S satisfy Hypothesis B if and only if there is a set S of axial 
involutions, where S is the union of conjugacy classes of G, such that for 
every line L there is a unique element of S with axis L. 
Proof We begin by assuming G and Q satisfy Hypothesis B. Choose 
any line L and let s be the axial involution with axis L such that C,(s) = G, . 
Let S = sG. Since G acts flag-transitively b Lemma 2, given any line M 
there exists g E G so that L . g = M. Then sg is an axial automorphism with 
axis M. 
Let u E S and let u have axis L. Now there exists h E G so that 
u = h-‘sh. But then u has axis Lh = L and so h E G,. But G, = C,(s) and 
so u = s and there is a unique element of S with axis L so one half of the 
equivalence is proved. 
Now assume that there exists a set S such that for any line L there is a 
unique element s of S with axis L. Then G satisfies Hypothesis A and by 
Lemma 3 (i) C,(s) E GL . If g E G, , g- ‘sg E S and has axis L thus g-‘sg = s 
and GL = C,(s) and so G and fl satisfy Hypothesis B. 
Given any subset 8’ of Q we can define a new linear space by defining 
lines L’ to be the sets {Q n L 1 10’ n L I> 2, L a line of the original space}. 
This is the space induced on Q’ by the space Q. This will be non-trivial if all 
the points of 8’ do not lie on one line. This is useful when we consider 
subgroups of automorphism groups. Let G be an automorphism group of a 
linear space and let U be a subgroup fixing two points of the linear space. 
Sz, will denote the linear space induced on the set of fixed points of U. 
LEMMA 5. Let G and R satisfy Hypothesis B and let a and /3 be two 
distinct points of I2. Let U be a subgroup of G,, . Either Fix U E L, where L 
is the line through a and B, or No(U) in its action on Q, satisJies Hypothesis 
B. 
Proof Assume that Fix U is not contained in the line through a and /?. 
Then Q, is a linear space. We need to show that every line M’ of Q, has an 
even number of points and that there is some involution in No(U) 
centralizing (NG(U)IM,. Let M’ be any line of Q,. Then there is a line M of 
D such that IMn Fix UI > 2. So U < GM. However, there is an axial 
involution s E G, with axis M such that C,(s) = G,. So U z C,(s) and 
s E NG(U). Further CN,cm(s) = (NG(U))M, and Fix s n Fix U= M’. So s is 
an axial automorphism of Q, with the required properties. 
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Assume that for some line N’ of a,, N’ has an odd number of points 
Since there is an involution t in N&U) such that N’ is the set of fixed points 
of t it follows that /Fix U/ is odd, and hence that ali lines of 92, have an 
number of points. Now the involution t fixes lines of Q, other than N’ 
since they are all of odd size t fixes at least one point of them. So all lines of 
Q, fixed by t intersect N’ non-trivially. But if t fixes a line R’ of Q,, t fixes 
R, where R is the line of D so that R n Fix U is R’. This contr 
3(ii) because t fixes R and N, where N is the line of 
Nn Fix U= N’. 
As a consequence of this if a subgroup U of G,, fixes d points on b, then 
U fixes 0, I or d points on any other line which U fixes. 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND THEOREM I 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem I, which is the special 
case of the main theorem when U,, is always cyclic. The first iemma is more 
general and set in the context of flag-transitive automorphism groups in the 
hope it will have applications to the further study of the ideas raised in the 
second section. 
LEMMA 6. Let G act jlag-transitively on a 2 - (v, k, 1) design, where k 
is even. Let G satisfy the following conditions for all lines L of the design, 
where N is the stabilizer of the line L and D is the kernel of the action of W 
on L: 
(i) D contains a unique involution s, which fixes only thepo~~ts ofL. 
(ii) N/D contains a regular normal subgroup which conlains al2 
involutions acting fixed-point freely on L, and 
(iii) if t E N and t is conjugate to s then t centralizes 
Then either the design is an affine plane with u = k2 = 22a or 
u = qy+l- 1) and D is a 2-group. 
ProoJ: Clearly G and the design satisfy of Section 2. So 
from Lemma 3 (iii) there is an integer t so that v = k(t(k - E ) + 1) If E/D is 
the regular normal subgroup of N/D and u is an involution conjugate to s in 
G then uD/D E E/D. By (iii) u centralizes D and so the coset UD contains 
just two involutions, u and SU. 
For every line fixed by s there is a conjugate of s centralized by s. 
Lemma 3(ii) s fixes v/k lines and so C,(s) contains v/k 
Thus C,(s) contains t(k - 1) conjugates of s distinct from S. 
in the previous paragraph each such conjugate lies in a coset of D lying in E 
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and there are at most (k - 1) such cosets. Further each coset contains at 
most two involutions and so 
2(k- l)>t(k- lj. 
Thus t = 1 or 2. If t = 1 then the design is an affine plane and u = k2 = 22a 
since by Wagner [lo] the plane is a translation plane of even order. 
If t = 2 then every coset of D in E contains involutions and so IE/D / = 
k = 2’ for some integer a. Hence 21 = 2”(2(2” - 1) + 1) = 2a(2”+1 - 1). Let 
X be a subgroup of D of odd prime order. Since any conjugate u of s in 
C,(s) centralizes X, XC C,(U). So X fixes the line L, , which is the axis of U. 
Now X fixes all the points of L and so by the comment after Lemma 5, X 
fixes either 0, 1 or k points on L, . Since X has odd prime order, X cannot fix 
0 points of L, . But if N, is the stabilizer of the line L, and D, is the 
subgroup which acts trivially on L, then by hypothesis N,/D, has a regular 
normal subgroup E i /D 1. But sD,/D, E E,/D, and X centralizes sD,lD, 
and so X fixes at least wo points of L i and so X acts trivially on L, . 
Finally this is true for each conjugate of s in C,(s) and the set of axes of 
such a set of conjugates is a partition of the points of the design. Hence X 
acts trivially on all points and so X= 1. Thus D is a 2-group and the lemma 
is proved. 
The next lemma enables us to use Lemma 6 in the main theorem. 
LEMMA I. Let G be a subgroup of the group of semilinear transfor- 
mations X(q) = {t + at” + b; a, b, t E GF(q), a # 0, o E Aut GF(q)} which 
contains all the translations T = {t--f t+ b; b E GF(q)}. If q is a power of 2 
then T contains all fixed-point-free involutions. 
ProoJ Let g E G with g2 = 1. Let g: t--f ata + b. As g2 is the identity we 
have 
a(aY + b)” + b = t Vt E GF(q). 
Note b # 0 if g is fixed-point free. So, 
ab”+b=O and aa”= 1. 
p T t Vt E GF(q). 
Hence t” = tfi, since u = 1 implies a = 1 and then g is a translation. But 
X4+X=(X&+X+ l)h+(Xfi+X+ 1) and so X&+X+ 1 divides 
X4 + X and so there exists t, E GF(q) so that toA + t, + 1 = 0. 
If b # 0, a(bt,)” + b = abut,& +b=b(t,+ l)+b=bt,. Thus g fixes bt, 
and hence is not fixed-point-free. 
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This implies that (ii) of Lemma 6 holds if N/D acts as a soluble Rag- 
transitive group of degree a power of 2 by [4, Theorem I]. Alss this 
condition holds if N/D is a Frobenius group. 
LEMMA 8. Let G actflag-transitively on a 2 - (v, k, 1) design and let 
be a soluble minimal normal subgroup of Ga for some point a. Let L be a 
line through a and let D be the subgroup of G fixing all the points of L. 
Assume that the non-trivial elements of D Jfix only the points of L and that 
element fixing at least two points of L fixes all the points of L. 
D = 1 or the design is a projective plane of order p for some prim 
ProoJ: Assume MC’ D # 1. Then CGa(Mn 0) E: N&I) and so 
M c N,*(D). But NGe(D)/D is a Frobenius complement and so M/MC? 
cyclic. If M has order pa, IM/McI D/ =p. Since ME NF(D) and G 
flag-transitively, A4 fixes each line through a. Thus MAD fixes some 
line, say L 1, through a but M n D fixes only one poi f this line and if D, 
is the subgroup fixing all the points of L, 3 D)r-lD, = 1. so 
IMn Di =p and lMI =p2. Thus M has at most p + groups of order p 
and so there are at most p + 1 lines through a. However, since AI/ 
fixes only one point of the line L, k = l(modp) so k =p -+ 1 and the design 
is a projective plane of order p with p2 fp + 1 points. 
THEOREM I. Let G be a permutation group on a set a, where / D / = z‘ is 
even. Assume that for each pair {a, ,B} E B (2’ the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) G,, = UaD x M,,, where U,, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,, 
whose order is independent of the pair (a, p}, 
(ii) Fix U,, = Fix G,,, and 
(iii) UaD is cyclic and non-trivial. 
If G is not doubly transitive then either G is isomorphic ta 
PSL(2,2’)a > 2 acting on its maximal subgroups of order (2” + 1)2 or C is 
soluble of degree 2a and in either case G,, is a Zgroup. 
Prooj We use induction on / G 1 and let G be a minimal counterexample. 
For each pair a, /3 let s,~ be the unique involution in U,,. We define lines of 
B to be the subsets {Fix s,~ 1 {a,j3} E &I”‘}. With this definition it is clear 
that B has the structure of a linear space and that the pair G and 0 satisfy 
Hypothesis B of Section 2 and so the conclusions of that section. In 
particular G acts as a flag-transitive group on a 2 - (v, k, 1) design, where k 
divides o. Further the line L through a and ,8 is Fix s,~ and G, = C,(s). 
Assume that G has a soluble regular normal §ubgrou~ V. Then we can 
identify V with GF(2*) and then G = VGO, where VA 6, = 1 and G, is the 
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subgroup ftxing 0. Then by [4, Theorem l] we know that G, is a subgroup 
of the group of transformations of GF(2a) of the form X-+ bX” where 
b E GF(2’)# and o is a field automorphism. Let 1 U,,,] = 2” then 
Fix(U,,,) < GF(2a/2C). Let g be an element of odd prime order, p, in G,,, . 
Since g fixes 0 and 1, xg = x’, where r is some field automorphism. Hence 
Fix(g) $ GF(2a’P). But GF(2’Ip) ~5 GF(2@‘), which contradicts hypothesis 
(ii). Thus G,,, is a 2-group. 
Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,. Then R g G,,, for some w since G 
has even degree. Then R = U,,, and since U,,, has the same order as U,,,, 
U,,, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,. 
Let z E V and consider G,,,. Let h be such that (Uo,z)h = Uo,l, h E G,, 
and let Z* =y. Assume (GO,Z)h = G,,, is not a 2-group. However, by 
hypothesis (ii) Fix(G,,,) 2 Fix(U,,,). But U,,, = U,,, because U,,, = (Uo,z)h 
and so G,,, fixes 1. Hence G,,, 2 GO,y, which implies that G,,, is a 2-group. 
Thus, G does not have a regular normal subgroup by the minimality of G. 
Fix a pair a, /I and let U = Un,s, M = M,,, and s = s,,~ . 
We now make the assumption that Fix s $Z Fix U. Then C,(s) satisfies the 
hypothesis of the theorem in its action on Fix s. Thus by induction, C,(s) 
either acts as a doubly transitive group on Fix s, or as a PSL(2, 2’), a > 2 of 
degree 2a-1(2a - 1) or with a regular normal subgroup. Since G acts flag- 
transitively on the design one of whose lines is Fix s, if C,(s) were to act 
doubly-transitively on Fix s, G would act doubly transitively and by the 
minimality of G this is false. 
Let K be the kernel of the action of C,(s) on Fix s. Assume that C,(s)/K 
is isomorphic to PSL(2,2’), a > 2. Since [K, U] = 1 as K < G,,, and U Z& K, 
C,(K)K = C,(s). As PSL(2, 2’) has trivial multiplier (for a > 2) see [8, 
V.25.71 so C,(s) E K X L, where L E PSL(2,2”). Since G acts flag- 
transitively on a 2 - (v, k, 1) design any class of involutions contains at least 
one element fixing a given line. Since the subgroup of G fixing a given line is 
C,(s), any involution is conjugate to one in C,(s). In the action of 
PSL(2, 2”) of degree 2a-1(2a - I), each involution fixes 2a-’ points, so all 
involutions in C,(s) fix at least 2a-’ points and so all involutions in G fix 
points. Hence there is just one class of involutions and they are all conjugate 
to s. 
So s is a central involution and a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is contained in 
C,(s). So G has Abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. The structure of G is known 
[ 111. Since G has just one class of involutions and no normal subgroup of 
odd order, G contains a unique minimal normal subgroup, say N, which is 
simple such that G/N is soluble and N is either PSL(2,q) for some 
appropriate value of q, a Ree group, or the Janko group J,. But in no case is 
the centralizer of an involution of the above form and so this case does not 
occur. We next have to consider the case that C,(s)/K has a regular normal 
subgroup, say E/K. By induction and the opening paragraph of the proof 
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C,(s)/K acts as a soluble flag-transitive group and so by [4, Theorem I] is a 
subgroup of the group of semilinear transformations over GF(2’) for some tk. 
By Lemma 7 hypothesis (ii) of Lemma 6 holds. Since U { K, C,(K)K # K 
and so C,(K)K > E. So by Lemma 3(iv), hypothesis (iii) of Lemma 6 ho1 
and since the remaining conditions are already satisfied the conclusions 
Lemma 6 hold. As G does not have a regular normal subgrou 
u = ,Q(2”+’ - 1) and K is a 2-group. But by the induction hypothesis G,,/ 
is a 2-group and so G,, is a 2-group. This is true for any choice of D! and 
and so G,, is a cyclic 2-group of fixed order for aLi {a,P} E Q”‘. That G is 
not a minimal counter-example now follows from the ain theorem in j3 
We are left now with the case that Fix s = Fix U. ince Fix UC Fix 
GWL, = K = G,, and so C,(s)/K is a Frobenius group and K = U X M. 
Let E/K be the regular normal subgroup of C&)/K. If C,(K)K ?E, by 
Lemma 3(iv) G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6 and so either 6 has a 
regular normal subgroup or K is a 2-group. We have already shown that G is 
not a minimal counterexample if it posesses a regular normal subgroup. If K 
is a 2-group G is not a minimal counterexample as a consequence of the 
main theorem of [ 3 1. 
Let X be any non-trivial subgroup of K. If Fix X 3 Fix K then MG(X) acts 
on FixX and satisfies Hypothesis % of Section 2 by Lemma 5. In particular 
1 Fix WI is even and it is now easy to check that NJ%) acting on Fix X 
satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 1. So by induction we know how 
NG(X) acts on Fix X. If N&Y) acts Ztransitively on FixX then 
C,(s>n N,(X) acts 2-transitively on Fix s g FixX and so C,(s) acts 2- 
transitively on Fix s. But then G acts Ztransitively contradicting the 
minimality of G. If NG(X) acts as PSL(2, 2”) on FixX or with a soluble 
normal subgroup it follows that k = 2’ for some e and that the regular 
normal subgroup E/K is elementary Abelian. Then the result follows from 
Theorem 3 of [9]. Thus we can conclude that each element of K fixes only 
the points of Fix s. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G,, by Lemma 8 Nn K = I. If 
Nn C,(s) + 1, [Nn C,(s), K] = I and so C,(K)K/K is a non-trivial normal 
subgroup of the Frobenius group C,(s)/K. Since C,(K)K/K contains non- 
trivial elements which are not fixed-point-free, C (K)K > E. 
has been shown earlier not to occur. Thus N f’ C,(s) = 1. 
each element g of K fixes only the points of Fix s, C,(g) 
each element of K acts fixed-point freely on N. Hence R is a FP 
complement with a normal cyclic Sylow 2-su.bgroup. 
If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of K and P, is the subgroup of order p in iiJ 
then B, is normal in K, p any prime dividing the order of K. Thus 
C,(s)/C,(Pp,) is cyclic and so C,(P,) > E, if E i: C,(s). Thus every 
involution in E centralizes P, and hence centralizes ome Sylow p-subgroup 
of K. Further C,(s>/C,(U) is Abelian and so every involution in E 
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centralizes U if E # C,(s). Each involution in E centralizes at least one 
Sylow subgroup of K for each prime dividing the order of K or C,(s) = E. 
Thus either the hypotheses of Lemma 6 hold or C,(s) = E. If the hypotheses 
of Lemma 6 are satisfied then the conclusions of the theorem hold by 
Lemma 6 and earlier comments. If C,(s) = E this implies that NG,(K) = K 
and that G, is a Frobenius group and that G, acts as a Frobenius group on 
each orbit, for K = G,, and the argument is valid for any choice of /? # a. 
The result now follows from the main theorem of 151. 
4. THE PROOF 01: THEOREM 2 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a permutation group on a set R. where I l2 I = v is 
even. Assume that for each pair (a, [j} E a(*‘, the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) G,,3 = Ua4 x MnB, where U,, is a Svlow 2-subgroup of G,, 
whose order is independent of the pair (a, /I), 
(ii) Fix U,, = Fix GnBY and 
(iii) U,, is Abelian and not trivial. 
Then if G is not doubly transitive U,,;l is cyclic. 
ProoJ We prove the theorem by induction and let G be a minimal coun- 
terexample. To begin we show that G acts flag-transitively on a 2 - (ti, k, 1) 
design. The design is constructed using the points of Q. For each pair of 
points U, /? in R we define the line through u and /? to be Fix U,,. If 
y,6 E Fix UU,?, U,, E G, and so Un,= U, as 1 U,,l= 1 c/,1 and G;, has 
only one Sylow 2-subgroup so this incidence structure is a linear space. Let 
R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, for some a E 0. Then R c G,, for some ,U 
and so R = Or,,, . Since 1 Uoll, = j U,, ,, U,, is a Sylow 2subgroup of G,. 
Thus G, is transitive on the lines through a and it follows as in Lemma 2 
that G, acts flag-transitively on this design. Note that k = IFix U,,J. If L is 
any line and 7, 6 are any pair of points on L, G,, is the kernel of the action 
of G, on the points of L, from (ii). Thus the flag-transitivity of G implies 
that G,,, and G,, are conjugate subgroups of G for any two pairs {a. p), 
(7,~)Efi * (2)WC ‘now assume the following holds: 
Condition *. There exists an involution u,,, E U,, such that 
Fix I(,~ 1 Fix s for all involutions s E UnO, for some pair {a, /3} E O(2). 
Let K,, be the subgroup of G,,3 which fixes each point of Fix u,$ and let 
H, = N,;*(K,,). By the remark preceding Condition * there is such an uYb 
for each pair (y, 6) E On(*), and certainly such a subgroup K,,. Let 
K,, c G,, then u,~ E G, and so Fix u,~~ G Fix urr. So Fix K,,, C Fix K,. 
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Then K, c G,, and uys E G,, and hence Fix K,, = FixK,, and so 
K, = fLL3. 
Let s E H, f’ Hag, where g E G, and s is an involution. Since / Fix K,, / is 
even, s fixes at least 2 points of both Fix K,, and Fix(K,$. 
Fix K,, 2 Fix s and Fix(K,J S, Fix s. Thus there is an element 6 
that K,,, (K,&’ g G,, . Then K,, = K,, = (K&“. Thus g E h+,(K,,J = H,. 
So H, is strongly embedded in 6,. Since G, has an Abehan Sylow 2 
subgroup, G, either has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup or G, contains norma: 
subgroups A and B so that B has odd order, G,/A has odd order and A/ 
isomorphic to SL(2,2”), from Bender [ 11. 
If G, has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups, Ua, is cyclic and this contradicts the 
minimality of G. In the second case we have that 6, acts on the cosets of 
H, as a doubly transitive group of degree 2” + 1 and N, = BNG,(.Uaa) since 
?Y@,, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,. It also follows that all involutions in 6, 
are conjugate and so Uas E K,, as all these involutions have the same set of 
fixed points. Thus H, is the stabilizer of the line through CL and ,/3 and se 
there are 2’ + 1 lines through a point and acts doubly transitively on 
that set of lines. 
Let e be the line through a and /3. Then by (ii) G,/G,, is a Frobenius 
group and by (i) U,, is central in G,,. GwlL = NG,i;UJ and by the 
structure of SL(2,2”), NG (i7,,)/C,a(U,,) h order divisible by 2” - 1. 
Hence G a,L/Ga,4 has order divisible by 2a - 1 ut since the number of lines 
through a point is 2a + 1, k < 2” + 1. However, as G,/G,, is a Frobenius 
group of degree k whose complement has order divisible by 2” - 1 we 
deduce that k = 2” and that G,IG,, is doubly transitive on the points of L. 
ence G is doubly transitive and this contradicts the minimality of G. So we 
can assume that no involution in G,, satisfies Condi 
Fix a pair {M, /3} E On(*) and let U,, = U and =M. Choose an 
involution t in hi so that Fix t is maximal. Since CondiyFon * does not ho1 
there exists an s in U so that Fix s g Fix t. Let T be the kernel of the action 
of U on Fix t and S be the kernel of the action of U on Fix s. If S n Tf 1 
there exists an involution u E S n T and Fix u 1 Fix s U Fix t. Since 
Fix s & Fix t, Fix u 2 Fix t, contradicting assumption about t. So 
S i3 T= 1. Let D = G,, and note that NG( is the stabilizer of the line 
through a and ,O. 
If either C,(s) or C,(t) acts 2-transitively then NG( acts 2- 
transitively and then so does 6. Thus we may assume C,(s) and C,(t) 
not act 2transitively. So U/T and U/S are cyclic by induction, 
Tn S = 1 and so U is the direct product of 2 cyclic groups. If C,(s) acts as 
PSL(2, 2”) then T has order 2. If C,(s) acts with a regular normal subgroup 
then T acts by field automorphisms and since Fix T=Fix 1, T= (t) and so T 
has order 2. A similar argument shows that S has order 2. 
Theorem 1, M is contained in the kernel of the actions of 
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Thus FixMz Fix s U Fix t. Thus 1 Fix M] is even and so if Mf 1 the 
induction hypothesis implies that N,(M),, in its action on FixM has a 
cyclic Sylow 2subgroup. But Fix M? Fix s, Fix t or Fix st and so M = 1. 
Let u be an involution in U. Assume Fix u #L. By [2] it follows that if 
any conjugate, v of u lies in U, v is conjugate to u by an element of G,,, . So 
such an involution has an odd number of conjugates in U. Since (*) does not 
hold there is at most one involution whose fixed point set is just L. So either 
all the involutions in U are conjugate or there are three distinct classes of 
such involutions. 
Let w be an involution in U such that Fix w # Fix U. Let W be the kernel 
of the action of C,(W) on Fix W. Assume that C,(W)/WE PSL(2,2’) for 
some a > 2. Since PSL(2, 2”) has trivial multiplier for a > 2, C,(W) = 
W x H, where H is isomorphic to PSL(2,2”). Since [G,: CGL(w)] is odd any 
involution in G, is conjugate to an involution in C,(W). Also since any 
involution in G is conjugate to an involution in G, it follows that all 
involutions in G are conjugate to some involution in C,(W). All involutions 
in C,(W) fix points and so all involutions in G are conjugate to some 
involution in U. Thus G has either three or one classes of involutions. Since 
w is conjugate to at least one other involution in C,(W), we see that G 
cannot have three classes of involutions so G has just one class. Thus G has 
an Abelian Sylow 2subgroup and we can argue as in Theorem 1. 
Thus C,(s) and C,(t) are both soluble and /Fix s] = ]Fix t I = k2 = 22a and 
1 Fix UI = k = 2”. Further C,(s) has order divisible by 4k2 and so k2 divides 
ZI. Let Fix(st) = Fix U. Then st is an axial involution and C,(st) G NG(U). 
Also there is an integer u so that v = k(u(k - 1) + 1) by Section 2. Further 
as st is not conjugate to either s or t, C,(st) = NG(U) and so C,(st) contains 
v/k involutions conjugate to st. Since NG(U)/U is a Frobenius group with 
kernel of order 2* we have 4.2“ > v/k = ~(2~ - 1) + 1. 
Thus 4 > u. But 2’ divides 1112’ and so u - 1 is divisible by 2a. 
Thus, 4 > u > 2” + 1. 
The only possibility is that 2’ = 2 and that G acts 2-transitively, this, 
however, contradicts the minimality of G. So we may assume that 
Fix(st) # Fix U. Let w be any involution in U. Let V be the set of involutions 
of G which fix points and let d = I Vn (N,(U)\U)l. Now each involution in 
W lies in some G,, and since each such involution fixes k2 points which 
form an affrne plane based on the lines whose points are ]Fix UI we have 
IVI= 
3v(v - 1) 
k2(k2 - 1) ’ 
However each element of V lies in (v - k2)/k distinct N,(G,,)\G,, (note 
G,, = U). 
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Thus 
3v(v - 1) v(v - l)d 
kZ(k2 - 1) = (k - l)(v - k*) ’ 
so 
3(k - l)(v - k’) = dk2(k2 - 1)~ 
Thus 
v - k* = dk2(k + 1)/3. 
Thus k* / v -k* and so v = O(mod k*). However v - 1 = O(mod(k - I)) 
and there exists an integer b so that v = k*(b(k - 1) + 1). 
Thus 3b(k- l)=d(k+ 1). 
However, C,(f), , where t is an involution in U, has order divisible by 
k + 1 since C,(t) acts flag-transitively on the 2 - (k2, k, 1) design. So k $ 1 
divides (v - l)/(k - 1). SO 
Thus 
k*(b(k - 1) + 1) - 1) = O(mod(k2 - 1)). 
SO 
b(k - 1) + 1 - 1 = O(mod(k’ - I)). 
b = O(mod(k + I)). 
Let b = c(k + l), where c is some integer, and then 
3c(k+ l)(k- l)=d(k+ 1). 
So d = 3c(k - 1). Now d is the number of involutions conjugate to an 
element of U in N,(U) - U. Thus d < 4k - 4 since N&J) has a normal 
subgroup L with L/U an elementary Abelian 2-group. 
So 3c(k - 1) < 4(k - 1) and so 3c < 4. Thus c = 1 and b = k $ 1. SQ 
21: k4 = 24a, and d= 3(k- 1). 
So at least three-quarters of the elements of e are involutions and so k is 
elementary Abelian. By counting there are exactly k4 - 1 involutions in G 
which act fixed-point-freely on 8. Let this set be X. Now let X, y E X and 
suppose that g E (xy) has odd order. Since G has degree a power of 2, g 
fixes precisely one element. Then x and y fix this element, contradicting the 
choices of x and y. So (xy) is a 2-group and so XG is a normal 2-subgroup 
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of G. Hence G has an elementary Abelian regular normal subgroup, say I’ 
with ] I’] = k4. 
If G, is soluble, U is cyclic by [4, Theorem 11 so by the minimality of G, 
G, is insoluble. As G, has an Abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4 we know 
from [ 111 that G, has two normal subgroups B and A so that B/A is 
isomorphic to PSL(2, q) for appropriate q and that G,/B and A have odd 
order. Since G acts flag-transitively (k4 - l)/(k - 1) divides the order of G,, 
where k = 2” and ] I’] = 24a. Using the arguments in [ 71 we have that ] G, ] is 
divisible by a maximal 2-primitive prime divisor p of 24a - 1. That is a 
prime p which divides 24a - 1 but not 2b - 1 for any b < 4~2. Hence by Satz 
4 of [7] we have that A is cyclic and central in B and that p divides 1B/A I. 
Since A has odd order B =A @L, where L is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), by 
[8, V, 25.71 since q # 9. 
Further any subgroup of odd order of G, acts fixed-point-freely on V. In 
particular each odd order Sylow subgroup of G, is cyclic, so q is a prime if 
q # 4. Then L contains a subgroup of order q((q - 1)/2). If (q - 1)/2 is not 
of order a power of 2 we obtain a contradiction to [8, V, 8.12(a)]. But 
(q2 - 1)/8 f 0 (mod 8) and so if q - 1 = 2”, 2” = 2 or 4 and q = 3 or 5. 
Since G, is not soluble L z PSL(2, 5). But p divides PSL(2, 5) sop = 3 or 5. 
Then ] V] = 4 or 16 as p is a primitive prime divisor. IV] = 4 is impossible 
and I V] = 16 implies k = 2 and G is doubly transitive contradicting the 
minimality of G. Thus the theorem is finally proved. 
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